
CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

The other Boleyn Girl film is the one of great film which reflected the life of government in

the sixteenth century under the reign of King Henry VIII. The films with the theme of love,

power and ambition is so interesting to be watch, there are a lot of lessons about cultural,

social and royal life at that time.

The lesson that can be conclude is, the conflict in the other Boleyn girl film is causes of

three factors. There are, 5 data for Authority, 4 data for social status and 13 data for ambition.

The three factors are more reflected in this film. In this film also there are a lot of part that real

happened in the society time.

Fight for throne in the other Boleyn girl film, is become one thing that more interesting. The

ambition of Anne Boleyn as main character to fight for throne in that kingdom was take more

attention in this film. Whereas, Anne Boleyn is try hard to take and want to replace the position

of Queen Catherine of Aragon as a true Queen in that Kingdom. The worried of King Henry VIII

who can not get a son from Queen Catherine of Aragon is become the begin of the conflict. Anne

Boleyn and her family who have an ambition to change their social status take this chance to

make they ambition comes true. However, Queen Catherine of Aragon try hard to keep her

position as a true Queen in that kingdom and will keep her children to be the sole successor of

their authority. However the King Henry VIII desperately want to get a son for continue his

authority. This is becomes the big problem of King and Queen until they divorce. To divorce the

Queen Catherine is not easy, because it has to get the legitimate from the pope and it also will

give the impact break with Catholic Roma. The problem of King and Queen who can not get a



Son is using Anne Boleyn to get her ambition to be a Queen. She also success to convince the

King, if she can give a son for keep King’s authority. However, in the reality Anne Boleyn just

can give a Daughter for King. She always failed or lost her son. This case make Anne Boleyn

frustrated and almost doing the incest in order to get a son in this film.

Fight for throne in this film is real happened in at that time. This film based on the true story

in the sixteenth century under the reign of King Henry VIII. Though the incest in this film is just

accusation in the reality, because of King Henry VIII want to rid Anne Boleyn who always failed

give him a son.

Fight for throne that reflected in the other Boleyn girl film is also still happened in our daily

lives. All the people in the world, have an ambition to changes their social status. Like the one

maxim that I have told before, people want to changes their social status “from zero to hero” not

“from hero to zero”. To get what their want, sometimes they will do several forbidden ways like

Anne Boleyn do. For example, the people who want to get a good position in the office. They

can down each other to get what they want. This case is usual for they who have a big ambition

but less of ability.

We can get many values from this film. The first value is, in this film we can learn about the

culture, social and politic in the sixteenth century. From this research also the researcher know

about the history of Elizabeth I. The second values is we  can get a good point from this research,

the good point is about a lesson for our life. Always try to be the best and do the best for our life.

Use our ability to make great things. We can get what we want, if we do it in the right way.


